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After a brief discussion of the axiom systems for oriented matroids we consider 
two basic types of convex sets, arising from the opposition, and establish some 
fundamental properties. These are used to investigate large convex sets, those con- 
taining at least one element from each opposite pair. A characterization is given for 
large convex sets, three types are examined, and the relationships between these 
three types are shown. These relationships are particularly strong in a dense 
space. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
The fundamental fact of linear algebra (geometry without order) is the 
Basis Theorem: Independent sets which span a space U have the same 
cardinality, namely the rank of U. Steinitz [ll] discovered that this is a 
consequence of an exchange property: If x depends on V and y but not 
solely on V then y depends on V and x. It is easily shown that algebraic 
closure over a field .satisfies his exchange property, so Steinitz has proven 
the Basis Theorem for transcendentals. This is a nice application of the 
axiomatic method. 
Whitney [12] continued the axiomatic study of the exchange property. 
He introduced the notion of circuit (minimal dependent set) and found 
an elegant axiomatization of linearity based on it. This is the matroid. 
Whitney also applied this notion to graphs, where the circuits are sets of 
edges forming a minimal closed path. In this situation the Basis Theorem 
becomes: All spanning trees of a graph have the same cardinality. This is a 
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Whitney’s axioms for linear dependence govern basic facts in geometry, 
algebra, and graph theory. However, linear dependence is only the skeleton 
of geometry, for it ignores the order of points on a line and the orientation 
of a plane. If these concepts are incorporated we have geometry with order, 
or convexity, a richer theory. This is the oriented matroid, which combines 
the dependence with an opposition x* of each element x. For example, the 
convex version of the exchange property is: If x* depends on I/ and y but 
not solely on V then y* depends on I’ and x. Further, a linear circuit X is a 
convex circuit if x* rather than x depends minimally on X-x. 
Oriented matroids were developed independently in the 1960s and early 
1970s by Novoa [lo], Bland [l, 21, Las Vergnas [2, S], Folkman and 
Lawrence [S], and by Buchi, whose axiom systems were first worked out 
in a doctoral dissertation by Mei [9] and were revised and expanded upon 
by Fenton [4]. The axioms presented here are a mixture of Buchi’s and 
those of Folkman and Lawrence, slightly simplifying both systems. Infinite 
structures are allowed by a discreteness assumption. 
We begin by displaying two equivalent sets of axioms, based on the 
notions of closure and circuit, and developing some basic properties. The 
connection to linearity is mentioned to provide the idea of rank and then 
the Caratheodory Theorem on the number of generators required for 
convex closure is proven. Section B is concerned with two types of convex 
set which arise naturally from the opposition operator and explores their 
relation to convexity, including a proof from the axioms of the Stone 
separation lemma. Section C focuses on the large convex sets, those con- 
taining at least one element from each opposite pair {x, x*}. We examine 
three types of large convex sets, give a characterization of large convex sets, 
and show how these three types are related in a dense space. 
A. THE AXIOMS AND SOME BASIC PROPERTIES 
The system of Folkman and Lawrence assumes a finite set. We remove 
this restriction by a discreteness assumption (Axiom 3). 
DEFINITION. An oriented matroid is a system (E, *, cx) where E is a set 
with maps *: E + E and cx: P(E) -+ P(E) such that 
(1) 3 x**=x 
(2) cx is a closure operator, 
(3) if x E cx(X) there exists a finite set Yr X so that x E cx( Y), 
(4) cx(x*) = cx(x)*, 
(5) x E cx(Xu x*) implies x E cx(X), 
(6) y E cx(Xu x*) and y $ U(X) imply x E cx(Xu y* -x). 
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Note that XE cx(x*) implies XE ~($3). We denote ~(0) = 0; this set 
includes, but is not limited to, the elements x=x*. The set 0 is often a 
nuisance, however, so we will work in the reduced space E - 0 with 
cx(X) n (E - 0) = cx(X) - 0 as the closure operator. This is not necessary 
for what follows but unclutters the definitions and proofs. 
The following pair of results illustrates the “one-sided” aspect of an 
oriented matroid. 
PROPOSITION 1. rfu~cx(U) then eitheryEcx(U-xx) ory~cx(U-xX*). 
ProoJ: Assume U contains both x and x* (obvious otherwise). If y E U 
then y E cx( y) and the conclusion holds. If y $ cx( U- x*) then by Axiom 6 
x~cx(Uuy*--xx) and Axiom5 gives x~cx((U-x-x*)uy*). Let I’= 
U-x-x*. If x~cx(V) then y~cx(Vux*)=cx(U-xX). If x$cx(v) then 
yECX(VuX*- y) = cx( vu x*) c cx( u- x). 
PROPOSITION 2. If y E cx( U u x) and y E cx( U u x*) then y E cx( U). 
ProoJ: Assume y $ cx( U). Then x* E cx( U u y* - x*) c cx( U u y*), 
which implies y E cx( U u JJ*). By Axiom 5, y E cx( U). 
One model for the oriented matroid is the vector space V”(F) over an 
ordered field F. There is a natural opposition: x* = --x. The closure 
operator can be defined by 
and X,EX , 
i.e., all positive linear combinations of finitely many vectors from X. The 
closed sets are the convex cones of the vector space (this motivated the 
notation cx). The set 0 consists of the zero vector, so V”(F) is not reduced. 
Vector spaces provide a link between oriented matroids and convexity 
theory. Consider the oriented matroid of unit vectors from Y+‘(F); this 
can be interpreted as the sphere S,. The half-sphere of vectors with x1 < 0 
can be centrally projected onto the hyperplane x1 = - 1 (see Fig. 1). Con- 
vexity is preserved by this projection, so convex sets in the hyperplane, an 
FIG. 1. The unit sphere Sz projected to an affine space A,(F). 
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affrne space, correspond to convex sets on the sphere. These are given by 
the cx operator. Notice that the hyperplane is not an oriented matroid, for 
it contains no opposites. 
Another formulation of oriented matroids can be given in terms of 
circuits. The closure system defined above is equivalent to this under the 
following translations. 
(Tl) X is a circuit, XE Cir: X is a minimal nonempty finite set such 
that X* E cx(X), 
(T2) cx(U)= {x1(3Y~ U)(I’ux*)ECir}. 
THEOREM 3. An oriented matroid can also be defined as a system 
(E, *, Cir > where E is a set, * is a map from E to E, and Cir is a collection 
of subsets of E satisfying 
(Cl) 2 ,y**=x 
(C2) X e Cir implies X is nonempty and finite, 
(C3) X, YECir and Xc Y imply X= Y, 
(C4) Xe Cir implies X* E Cir, 
(CS) If X, YECir with aeXn Y and beX- Y, there is a ZECir 
such that bEZc(X-a)u(Y-a)*. 
Notice that a set of the form {x, x*} satisfies these axioms, except 
perhaps C3; if {x> is a circuit, {x, x*} cannot be a circuit. Circuits of the 
form {x, x*} will be designated improper and the other circuits, with 
Xn X* empty, will be proper. This slightly relaxes the axioms of Folkman 
and Lawrence but permits cleaner translations. Furthermore, the vector set 
{(O,l), (0, -1,) seems as legitimate as ((0, 2), (0, - 1)) for a circuit. Note 
that all circuit axioms hold for the set of proper circuits. 
Proof of the Theorem. It is straightforward to show that the circuit 
axioms imply the closure axioms, after noting that XE cx(X). This holds 
because for every x, either {x} or {x, x*} is a circuit. The converse is also 
straightforward, except for the proof of C.5, which comes from two lemmas 
important in themselves. 
LEMMA. Zf X is a circuit, either Xn X* is empty or X= (x, x*}, i.e., 
every circuit is either proper or improper. 
LEMMA. Suppose a set X with an element a E X is minimal for a E X - X* 
and a* G cx(X). Then X is a circuit. 
The first lemma follows from the minimality of circuits. The second is 
more complicated; the proof given in [S] holds after one notices that 
<(Xu x*), *, cxx) with cxx( U) = cx( U) n X, is a finite oriented matroid. 
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To finish the proof that the closure axioms and Tl imply C5, let X, Y be 
circuits with a E Xn Y and b E X- Y. The cases where one or both circuits 
are improper are easily dealt with; assume X and Y are proper. Then 
a* E cx( Y- a), so b* E cx((X- b - a) u (Y-a)*). Pick a minimal finite 
Vs(X-b-a)u(Y-a)* with b*Ecx(V). Then (Vub) is the desired 
circuit. 
The notion of circuit comes from graph theory and graphs provide 
additional models for oriented matroids. To have an opposition each edge 
on vertices zli and v2 must be viewed as a pair of directed edges (ol, UJ and 
(v,, vl). A circuit X is a minimal nonempty set of directed edges for which 
every vertex incident on X is incident on X*. The circuit properties of 
Theorem 3 are easily verified, except for C5; see Mei [9] or Fenton [4] for 
full details. 
There is a nice “one-sidedness” result for circuits also. 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf X and Y are circuits, X is proper, and X_C Y u Y* 
then either X= Y or X= Y*. (This useful result appears in [S].) 
Proof: The circuit Y is also proper. Assume the conclusion is false and 
pick an X so that IXn Y*( is as small as possible. Since X GL Y and 
X G Y* there is an a E Xn Y* and b E X- Y* and by C5 there is a circuit 
Z such that bEZc(X-u)u(Y-a*). Hence Zn Y*c(X-a)n Y* and 
lZn Y*J < IXn Y*l, a contradiction. 
In [12] Whitney used circuits as a primitive notion for matroids. In 
addition he gave an axiom system based on rank, the cardinality of a 
maximal independent subset. This is not a viable approach for convex 
dependence; in R2 the sets ((l,O), (0, l), (-1, -l)} and {(l,O), (0, l), 
(-LO), a -l,> are both maximal convexly independent sets. Rank is 
available, however, from the underlying matroid (E, cl) where cl(X) = 
cx(Xu X*). The Fundamental Theorem of linear algebra holds in (E, cl) 
and thus the rank of a set is well defined as the cardinality of a maximal 
linearly independent subset. Rank provides a bound on the discreteness of 
cx, as was first shown by Caratheodory [3]. 
THEOREM 5 (Caratheodory). Zf x E cx(X) there is a Yc X such that 
x E cx( Y) and I YI < rk(X). 
Proqf: If x E X let Y = {x}. If x I$ X pick a minimal finite Y c X so that 
x E cx( Y). The set (Yu x*) is then a circuit. It only remains to show that Y 
is linearly independent. 
Assume not, so there is a y E Y for which y E cZ( Y- u) = cx(( Y - y) u 
(Y- y)*). There is a minimal finite Vc (Y- y) u (Y - JI)* such that 
y E cx( V). By Proposition 1, Vn V* is empty so (Vu y*) is a circuit and 
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(Vuy*)~(Yux*)u(Yux*)*. By Proposition4, either Vuy*= Yux* 
or Vu y* = Y* ux. But neither x nor x* is in I’, a contradiction. 
Therefore 1 YI 6 rk(X). 
This proof shows that the cardinality of a circuit is one greater than the 
rank of the subspace it generates, just as in the linear case. 
B. FLATS, SHARPS, AND HEMISPACES 
We are interested in the sets U for which U = cx( U), to be called the 
convex sets of the oriented matroid. The opposition * suggests two impor- 
tant types of convex sets, the self-opposite and the opposite-disjoint. 
DEFINITION. U is a flat if U= cx( U) and U= U* (equivalently, if 
U = cx( U*)). U is a sharp if U = cx( U) and U n U* is empty. 
The flats are the subspaces, for they are closed under both operators. 
The sharps correspond to convex sets of an afline space, as in Fig. 1. 
Some notation. Xb = Xn X” and X# = X- X*. These operators can be 
applied to any set, not just the convex ones. There are some easy 
corollaries. 
(X*)b = (Xb)* = Xb 3 
(x*)” = (x”)*, 
XE Y implies Xb G Yb, 
if U is convex then U b is a flat and U # is a sharp. 
Notice that XE Y does not imply X# C_ Y #, even for convex sets. For 
example, U#ccx(UuU*)#=@but(U#)#=U#andcx(UuU*)=@. 
LEMMA 6. If U is conuex and XE U then u(X) n Ub = cx(Xn Us). In 
particular, if U= cx(X) then Ub is generated by the elements of X actually 
in U. 
Proof. Because Xn Ub E cx(X) we have cx(Xn Ub) G cx(X) n Ub. Let 
x E cx(X) n Ub and pick a minimal finite I’S X for which x E cx( I’). Then 
(Vux*) is a circuit, so (Vux*)*~cx(Vux*), implying V/cub and 
XE cx(Xn Ub). 
A flat F can be enlarged by picking an x not in F and forming 
cx(F u x u x*), a linear operation. A sharp S can be enlarged by picking an 
x not in S and forming cx(Su x*). Lemma 6 shows that this is a 
sharp. In a finite oriented matroid this allows the construction of sharps 
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containing exactly one element from each opposite pair, which will be 
maximal among the sharps. Maximal sharps occur in every oriented 
matroid but in general a stronger argument is needed. 
THEOREM 7. If S is a sharp and x$ S there exists a maximal sharp 
containing S but not x. 
Proof (Using the Axiom of Choice). The set cx(Su x*) is a sharp, 
perhaps equal to S, so there are sharps containing S but not x. Let S, E 
S2 G . . . be a chain of such sharps and denote T= tJ Si. If y E cx( T) there is 
a finite VG T so that y E cx( V). Then for some i, VC S, so y E cx(Sj) E T. 
Hence T is convex. 
If z, z* E T there are m, n such that z E S, and z* E S,. Let k be the larger 
of m, n; then z, z* ES, (a contradiction). Thus T is a sharp and x $ T, so 
Zorn’s Lemma applies. 
The sharps containing exactly one element from each opposite pair 
(x, x*} will be called hemispaces; more formally, H is a hemispace if 
H= cx(H) and H= E-H*. Hemispaces are clearly maximal sharps and 
the converse is also true. 
PROPOSITION 8. H is a hemispace iff H is a maximal sharp. 
ProoJ: Hemispaces are maximal among the sharps. Let II be a maximal 
sharp, hence convex. If x* $ H then cx(H u x) is a sharp, implying x E H. 
Also, if x E H then x* $ H. Therefore H = E- H*. 
With Theorem 7 this establishes the existence of hemispaces. Notice that 
the opposite H* is also a hemispace. The hemispaces are the smallest 
convex sets U for which U u U* = E and are the only sharps for which this 
holds. 
(Hammer [6] has studied semispaces, which are the projections of 
hemispaces onto a hyperplane, as in Fig. 1. His basic properties are easily 
verified when rephrased in the terminology presented here.) 
A familiar topic in convexity theory is separation properties and a 
famous one is the Stone Separation Lemma (see Holmes [7]) which states 
that for disjoint convex sets A, B in a linear (afline) space there are com- 
plementary convex sets C, D such that A 5 C and B c D. Recall that an 
afhne space is “one side” of an oriented matroid, so its convex sets are 
sharps. Oriented matroids allow a nice generalization of Stone’s result 
under an additional assumption. 
DEFINITION. An oriented matroid E of rank at least 3 is full if whenever 
(Uu V) is a circuit with U, V disjoint and nonempty then c-x(U) n cx( V*) 
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FIG. 2. Fullness on S,. 
is nonempty. When rk(E) < 3, E is full if E is a subspace (flat) of a full 
space of higher rank. 
Fullness is the Pasch Axiom from geometry generalized to spaces of any 
rank. Figure 2 illustrates this on the sphere S,, a space of rank 3. For the 
circuit (a, b, c, d} we have d* E ~(a, b, c) and cx(b, c) n cx(a, d) is non- 
empty. 
THEOREM 9. Let E be a full oriented matroid of finite rank. If A, B are 
disjoint sharps there exists a hemispace H such that A E H and B c H*. 
Proof. It suffices to show that cx(A v B*) is a sharp, for any maximal 
sharp containing cx(A u B*) contains A and is disjoint from B. 
Case 1. rk(E) = 1. For any XE A, A = cx(x) and B= cx(x*). Hence 
cx(A u B*) = cx(x) = A. 
Case 2. rk(E) = 2. Denote (cx(A u B*))b by F. Let x E F. If x E A then 
x* $ Au B* so there exists UE A, bE B for which x* ~cx(a, b*). (The 
Caratheodory Theorem comes into play here.) Then b E cx(a, x) E A (a 
contradiction). Hence x $ A and similarly x $ B, so (A u B*) n F is empty. 
Then by Lemma 6, F is empty. 
Case 3. rk(E) > 3. Again denote (cx(A u B*))b by F and assume F is 
nonempty. Pick Xc A u B* so that cx(X)= F (Lemma 6 ensures that 
(A u B*) n F is nonempty). Because rk(E) is finite X can be finite. Note 
that X is disjoint from X*. Pick a minimal ZG X for which cx(Z) is a flat; 
Z will be a circuit. Since Z G A u B*, (Z-A)* E B. By the fullness of E 
there exists an x E cx(Z n A) n cx( (Z - A)*) z A n B, a contradiction. 
The proofs for the rank 1 and 2 cases did not use fullness and thus hold 
in any oriented matroid. In higher ranks, however, fullness is necessary. 
Figure 3 shows a nonfull space with sharps A, B for which cx(A u B*) = E. 
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FIG. 3. The sphere S, minus an opposite pair 
C. LARGE CONVEX SETS 
A set X in an oriented matroid is large if X u X* = E, i.e., if X contains at 
least one element from each opposite pair. For such an X, E = X # u 
Xb u (X*)” and these three sets are pairwise disjoint. Hemispaces are large 
by definition and by Proposition 8 are minimal among the large convex 
sets. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let U be a large convex set. 
a. U contains a hemispace; furthermore, U is the union of the 
hemispaces it contains. These are precisely the hemispaces which contain U #. 
b. IfVisalsoalargeconvexset, UcVijf V#EU#. 
This is straightforward to prove. 
A particularly important type of large convex set is the maximal convex 
set (or simply maximal), a convex set M such that if MS U c E for a 
convex U then M= U. The set of such maximals will be denoted Mcx. 
These are large because assuming x, x* $ M would imply x* E cx(Mu x) 
and thus x* E M. We can use the maximals to describe any large convex set 
in the following manner. 
Notation. Mcx(F) will be the set of maximals in the subspace F. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose E is an oriented matroid of finite rank r with 
U c E. The set U is a large convex set iff there exist M, 3 M, I . ‘. 2 M,, 
with n<r such that 
with M, E Mcx and Mi+ 1 E Mcx(M,?). 
(If rk(E) is infinite the sequence M, may need to be extended to a trans- 
finite ordinal. At limit ordinals we would have Mi, E Mcx(Uy CA M,).) 
Proof (-+ ). The large convex set U contains a hemispace H and is con- 
tained in a maximal M,. Hence M,# G H c U E M, . Note that (H n F) will 
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be a hemispace in a subspace F; in particular (Hn My) is a hemispace in 
the subspace Mp. If Mk @ U th ere is an M, E Mcx(M,b) containing the 
convex set U n MF, so as before Mf c H n MB G U n MF c M,. Repeat 
this until some M,b is contained in U; then M, = Mn# u M,b E U n 
M,b-r GM,. Since rk(M,+r) < rk(M,), not only must this process stop at 
some M,b, but 12 d r. 
For (c) we need a preliminary result. 
LEMMA. If A, B are convex sets with B c Ab then (A# v B) is convex. 
Proof of the Lemma. Assume z E cx(A# u B) - (A# u B), so ZE Ab. 
Pick a minimal finite XE A# so that z E cx(Xu B). Since z $ B, X cannot 
be empty. Then for any xeX we get x* E cx((X-x) u Buz*) c A, 
implying x E A # n Ab, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 11, continued. By repeated application of the lemma, 
Uisconvex.SinceE=M,#uM,bu(M:)#,M,b=M:uM,bu(M:)#,etc., 
U contains at least one element from each opposite pair. 
Notice that the parts M#, M, are pairwise disjoint (up to 0; remember, 
we are working in a reduced space) and that U# = MT u MT u . . u M,# 
and Ub = M,b . The hemispaces have n = Y and M,b = a in this decom- 
position. Notice also that, since E - U = (Mp)# u ... u (M,*)#, the large 
convex-closed sets are convex-open as well. There are, however, convex- 
clopen sets which are not large; for example a maximal M gives the 
convex-clopen set (M*) # = E - M. 
An argument simular to that of Theorem 7 (with AC) shows the 
existence of convex sets which are maximal for not containing a given 
element a. These are the relatively maximal convex sets (or simply relative 
maximals), convex sets R such that for some a and any convex U, R c U 
implies a E U - R. These are large, for if x, x* 6 R then either a 4 cx(R u x) 
or a $ cx(R u x*), by Proposition 1. 
Clearly a maximal M is relatively maximal for any a E (M* ) #, for the 
only larger convex set is E itself. Memispaces can be relatively maximal; 
when His written as in Theorem 11, the element a would be in (M,*)#. In 
general, a relative maximal written as in Theorem 11 can use any element 
of (M,*)# as the excluded element. 
Some strong statements can be made about relative maximals if the 
space is assumed to be dense, meaning that whenever a $ cx(b, b*) then 
cx(a, b) # cx(a) u cx(b). This says that there exists an x so that (a, b, x> is 
a circuit. Dense spaces of rank > 1 are of course infinite. 
PROPOSITION 12. Zf R is relatively maximal in a dense oriented matroid 
there is a unique maximal containing R. 
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ProoJ: Assume M,, M, are maximals with R c M, (7 MZ. Let x E 
M, - M2 and y E M, - M,. Since R contains a hemispace H we have 
M,# E HERE M,, implying M, - M,E Mk. Note that x* E M, and 
y*eMl. 
Because E is dense there is a ZECX(X, y*)- cx(x) -cx(y*). Then ZE 
CX(X, y*) _c M, and z* E e.x(x*, y) G M,. By the exchange property 
y E cn(x, z*) and x E cx(y, z). Since y 4 M, we have z* $ M,. However, 
because x $ M, we have z $ M,. Hence z E M, - M, c MF, a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 13. In a dense oriented matroid, U is a large convex set iff 
U is relatively maximal. 
LEMMA. Let E be dense. If M E Mcx and x $ M then cx(M# u x) = E. 
Proof of the Lemma. It suffices to show that Mb c cx(M# ux), for 
then E=cx(Mux)ccx(M#ux). Let ygM-M#=Mb. E is dense so 
there is a z~cx(x,y*)-cx(x)-cx(y*). Then x*~cx(y*,z*) and YE 
cx(z*, x). The former implies x E cx( y, Z) so z is not in M. But then 
z*EM# so y~cx(M#ux). 
Proof of Proposition 13. As noted earlier, relative maximals are large in 
any oriented matroid. For a large convex U use Theorem 11 to write U as 
MP v .‘. u M,” u M,b . Pick any a E (M,* ) # and consider x 4 U. For some 
i we have XE (MF)#. This implies aE(M,*)cM,!-lzM,b-2z ... E 
Mib_ i = cx(M# u x) c cx( U u x), so U is relatively maximal for a (the set 
M,j is to be interpreted as E). 
D. AFTERWORD 
The subject of oriented matroids has a strong flavor of geometry and 
topology due to the closure operator cx. Fullness and density, for example, 
are powerful assumptions on an oriented matroid. These notions require an 
infinite space, of course, so the results derived from them have no bearing 
on graphs and other finite structures. The flats are valuable as the sub- 
spaces in finite or infinite spaces but the value of sharps is unresolved. 
Affine convexity involves sharps but their usefullness in finite situations is 
unclear. Large convex sets occur in spaces of any size and their charac- 
terization in Theorem 11 is always valid. 
The proofs from the axioms of the Caratheodory and Stone theorems 
and the multitude of intuitive notions suggest that much fruitful work 
remains to be done on oriented matroids. 
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